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A Novel by Sholem Asch
Delving deep into roots held in
common by much of the world
today, it is .a noble story, fused
with the vigor, insight, and imagination of a writer who has
devoted years to its re-creation.
$3.75

Handyman Book
A reliable guide for doing those hundreds of jobs around the
house that will save you money.
$3.95

Garden Book
A colorful, step-by-step garden
guidance for every section of
America.
$3.95

Cookbook
Convenient loose-leaf arrangement of recipes with feast after
feast of wonderful eating. $2.95

Baby Book
A very fine help to the new
mother or one with small chil$2.95
dren in the house.

Story Book
50 masterpieces of literature for children, beautifully printed
and illustrated. With more than 600 illustrations.
$2.95
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i\n American annual of Christmas
Literature and Art. This is the
work of various writers, artists,
and craftsmen, who under the
direction of Randolph E. Haugan
create and put the materials in
this book into tangible form. $1

compiled and edited by
G. B. F. Hallock, D.D., and
M. K. W. Heicher, Ph.D.
This 27th edition has established
itself through the years as the
standard source book for busy
mm1sters. A wonder of fresh
helpful, and u,sable materials.
$2.75

An Introduction to Art for Young People

by Alice Elizabeth Chase
The fascinating text by Miss Chase of Yale University Art
Gallery, and her grouping of similar illustrations, make the
stories of Famous Paintings and their creators alive and
interesting for young people.
$3.50
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A Christmas Story by Anobel
Armour with illustrations by
Bill and Bernard Martin
This beautifully illustrated book
is excellent for reading aloud at
home, at school, and at church.
One of the sweetest Christmas
$1.25
stories ever told.

by Bill and Bernard Martin
A collection of daily devotion
stories, each exquisitely illustrated, that will inspire children
to want to pray.
$1.25

by Robert l. May
Having a red nose is .a distinct
disadvantage for a little reindeer,
but this rollicking tale, written
in verse, romps along to a merry
conclusion when Rudolph saves
the day for Santa.
50c
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U E
by Albert Payson Terhune

Mr. Terhune's superb stories are
classic examples of the courage,
loyalty and intelligence of the
dog. They are now available in
handsome new low-priced editions.

$1

Bruce

Highland Collie

Buff, a Collie

His Dog

The Critter

Lad: a Dog

A Dog Named Chips

Lad of Sunnybank

Dog of the High Sierras

Lochinvar Luck

Faith of a Collie

My Friend the Dog

Further Adventures of Lad

Treve

Gray Dawn

The Way of a Dog
Wolf

by Charles Tazewell
pictures by Katherine Evans

The charm of its
tender story endears
vating book to every
delightful illustrations
universal appeal.

warm and
this captiheart, and
enhance its
$1
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by Mary Edna Lloyd
pictures by Grace Paull
Through the combination of
simple, familiar words and soft,
lovely illustrations, many in full
color, .an unforgettable picture is
created of the Baby whose coming was heralded with light and
song.
$1

by Marguerite Henry, illustrated by Wesley Dennis
Horses, horses, and more horses! That's Marguerite Henry's
newest book to thrill and delight every true lover of horses.
Young and old alike will find fascinating reading and authentic information on their favorite subject in this group
of stories and pictures.
$2.95

retold by Bill and Bernard Martin
This fun-packed action story
Bill and Bernard Martin in
country over, is now in book
by Charlene Bish. Ideal for

of a bear hunt, made famous by
their storytelling programs the
form with charming illustrations
reading aloud.
$1.25

by Bill and Bernard Martin
In vibrant color .pictures and easy-reading script, Bill and
Bernard Martin tell a moving story of a boy who cares for
an injured pony and thereby earns the right to keep her.
For boys and girls.
$1.25
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An eight-page weekly church
school paper with special appeal
for the junior and junior-high
age; attractive with many illustrations. Per year $1. 50; $1. 7 5 in
Canada, $2 in other countries.

A four-page weekly church school
story paper written especially for
the little people of the kindergarten and primary departments;
well illustrated and with ·many
stories and poems. Per year $1.25;
$1.50 in Canada; $1.75 in other
countries.

by Bill and Bernard Martin
This spirited story of an Indian boy who wins the love of a
wild horse is certain to please boys and girls who like the
romance of the Old West.
$1.25

by Bill and Bernard Martin
Boys and girls alike will thrill to this mystery of a "phantom" horse, as told by Bill and Bernard Martin in robust
pictures and easy-to-read script.
$1.25
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Christmas Annu.al $1
Doran' s Ministers
Manual $2.75
Famous Paintings $3.50
Little Shepherd $1.25
Teach Me to Pray $1.25
Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer 50c

Terhune Dog Books $1
D Bruce
D Buff, a Collie
D The Critter
D A Dog Named Chips
D Dog of the High Sierras
D Faith of a Collie
.
D Further Adventures ot
Lad

D

Gray Dawn

D

Lad: A Dog

D
D

Lochinvar Luck
My Friend the Dog
Treve
The Way of a Dog
Wolf

D Highland Collie
D His Dog

Better Homes and Gardens
D Handyman Book $3.95
D Garden Book $3.95
D Cookbook $2.95
D Baby Book $2.95
D Story Book $2.95

D

Charge my

D

D Moses $3.75

D

D

D Lad of Sunnybank
D
O
O

O The Littlest Angel $1
O Jesus, the Little New
Baby $1

D Album of Horses $2.95
O Stepping Stones-$1.50
O

O
O
O
O

U. S., $1.75 Canada, $2
other countries
Zion's Hope-$1.25 U.S.;
$1.50 Canada, $1.75 other
countries
Brave Little Indian $1.25
Palomino Pony $1.25
Wild HorseRoundup$1.25
Silver Stallion $1.25
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